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"Teamwork divides the task and multiplies the success."
Northmen Pride

Hannah Loomis, Kelly Powers, and Brianna Marshall

Jillian Spierling, Kassadie Spencer, Juliarose McGann

Let's go, Let's go blue, Let's go blue, Go white!

Logun Carlson and Danny LeBlanc

Colin Green and Bj Chatterson

Equestrian team

Bethany Drier, Brinn Seratini, and Megan Heintschel

Tom Leblanc running the flag

Band members sharing a laugh

Selfie time!
BLUE CREW

Senior showing spirit at the basketball game

Laci Muszynski blowing some baby powder on the Blue Crew

Connor Ingleson and Keana Kamali on the megaphones

Carolann Sheaffer shows an eye for the Northmen

Jill Spierling, Anthony Carson, and Preston Vertz
Falling into Fall
"Autumn carries more gold in its pocket than all the other seasons."

Jim Bishop
Back Row (left to right): Coach Ameel, Aron Lee, Jared Byers, Nick Mesnard, Eric Hoch, Alex Ewing, Evan Whitmore, Buddy Gray, Mike Gray, Trevor Kadlec, Kyle Holka, Jim Wilson, Coach Loper, Devonte Williams, Coach VanOrman and Jacob Coats. Third Row (left to right): Coach Racignal, Peter Crittenten, Tommy Bulman, Derrick Meyer, Logan Fettig, Kevin Green, Erik Carlson, Kurt Boucher, Brent Murry, Luke Schrage, and Phil Shaub. Second Row (left to right): Coach Fralick, Marion Wingster, Kevin Tran, Nathaniel Reed, Jacob Budnik, James Gazarato, Julius Mitchell, Tate Ferris, Austin Wilson, Bruce Skop, Drew Wilson, Coach Buchanan. First Row (left to right): Callaway Moore, Marcus Grow, Zack Winter, Travis Buchanan, Conner Harwood, Garret Lundteigen, Tyler Leist, Clayton Sigman.

Praying before the Hastings game

Curtis Field

Mike Gray celebrating with Coach VanOrman

DISTRICT CHAMPS!
Logan Fettig making a tackle

Peter Crittenden throwing it deep!

Garret Lundteigen breaking a tackle

Brent Murray Touchdown!!

Coach Loper and Luke Schrage

Jared Byers with that intense game face

Nothing gets past these linemen!

Kurt Boucher thanking the Lord

"Winning isn't evrything, but wanting to win is." - Vince Lombardi

Back row (left to right): Jordan Bur, Colin Redmen, Joel Wilson, Jake Mead, Lucas Muller, Aaron Idalski, Coach Ken Provost Fourth row (left ot right): Coach Lucky, Johny Gray, Maxx Nichols, Matt Grimm, Tysen Acosta, Devin LaFond, Micheal Deady, Coach Harris. Third row (left to right): Cody Wright, Trevor Howard, Jacob Hudson, Eric Bearup, Brandon Pieffer, Grant Howard. Second row (left to right): Hayden Seals, Noah Doe-Nimphie, Mike Anthony, Jaylin Mitchell, Logan Leist. First row (left to right): Tristin Atkins, Ryan Bickel, Jack Paulson, Noah Ledingham, Dustin Skop, Evan Koetje
Marching Band

The best way to succeed in band is to stay in line.

Warming up for yet another chilly half-time performance.

Band cheering on the football team.

Marching proudly in our homecoming parade.

Tuba players make it look easy marching with the heaviest instrument in the band.

Giovanni DeAugustino and Kayla Barrows leading Petoskey's pride Marching Band onto the field.

Color Guard taking care of their flags after the show.

"Heart on fire, mind on ice."
- Mr. Brien

Drum line practicing before a football game performance.

Thomas Bulman directing in the half time show.
Back row left to right- Coach Smith, Philipp Schulz, Chandler Howard, Ethan Taylor, Josh Pemberton, Mason Norton, Reid Goble, Chris Marsh, Riley Norton, Adam (Padre) Fall, Cooper Smith, Coach Harrington. Front row left to right- Andy Frampus, Ross Hooley, Max Meyerson, Tom Vanslembrouck, Jonathan Norton, Chase Gregory.

Left side left to right- Courtney Coveyou, Haley Hall, Rachel Lalonde, Kat Lalonde, Brittney Bunker, Isabella Rowe, Sarah Goble, Makayla Flynn, Katie Gray, Rebecca Lalonde, Alyssa Daly, Lily Cesario, Sydney Hopp, Coach Jim Harrington. Right side left to right- Lauren Collins, Kayla Stout, Jessica Edwards, Katherine Edwards, Morgan Black, Elizabeth Lalonde, Coach Smith.
"IN THE MUD!"
"Remember Newberry"
"It’s a trap!"
"Ham"
"When were we on a boat?"
"For Keith"

-Boys Cross Country Team

STATE FINALISTS:
Tom Vanslembruck,
Chase Gregory, Andy Frampus, Max Meyerson,
Jacob Kromm, Riley Norton, Adam "Pedro" Pall,
Sarah Goble

Philipp Schutz  Makayla Flym  Sydney Hopp  Allie Wandrie  Sarah Goble
Record

Wins: 27
Losses: 16
Ties: 4

Tournaments Won: 1st place in Boyne City Invitational, Saginaw Heritage Invitational, Petoskey Invitational, and Sault Saint Marie Invitational.

Back Row: Kira Jarvi #1, Gigi Seagren #2, Katie Rash #3, Trista Boyd #10,iley Koboski #11, Mari Hibbler #5. Front Row: Kelly Powers #15, Jenny ompkins #8/9, Katrina Daniel #7, Megan Sysko #14, Maddie Haas #6, Ellie Wedge #4. Coach: Heather Miller
Freshmen

Back Row: Kiana Wodek #9, Jenna Brown #1, Taylor Ringman #15, Kiley Horn #10, Katie King #5, Jenna Clarkson 2. Front Row: Gabby Guthrie #3, Molly McMasters #4, Amelia Wagenschutz #11, Sydney Hints #8, Emma Burgan #14, Maggie Lesperance #13. Head Coach: Jill McNitt

Record

Wins: 13
Losses: 2
Tournaments Won: Petoskey Quad Tournament

Katie King and Jenna Brown

1st place in Petoskey Invitational

Waiting for the serve

Molly McMasters

JV

Back Row: Sarah McCain #2, Shayna Wagner #6, Brooke Redes #3, Sarah Lewis #12, Chanel Lockett #4, Alexis Stokel #7. Front Row: Kelly Leavy #1, Isabel Anderson #8, Laura Stoner #15, Mary Koboski #10, Katie Holka #14, Taylor Walsh #13, Allie Haas #5. Head Coach: Wendy Viles. Assistant: Katlyn Cosens. Manager: Olivia Statler
Back Row: Coach Boyer, Gunnar McNamara, Austin Stokel, Matt Osterburg, Doug Daniels, Nico Ceniza, Cooper Self, Coach Dreela. Front Row: Frederick Arms, Jack Hooley, Conner Allen, Bill Graham, Nick Hartson, Sam Wilcox.

We're not waiters, but boy, can we serve!

"Definitely a season to remember." - Team Captain Conner Allen

Jack Hooley, Matt Osterburg & Nico Ceniza
Back Row: Coach Penfold, Jacob Fletcher, Ben Cleland, Trevor Wilson, Mason Buck, Brendan Smith, Colin Green, Andrew McNamara, Jordan Blackman, Coach Henning. Front Row: Parker Burek, Marcus Hoffman, Harris Schwartz, B.J. Chatterton, Jake Giuliana, Max Scholl, Jacob Taylor, Logan Spurgeon.

We learned so much throughout this season.
- Team Member
Brenden Smith

You Just Got Served

Ben Cleland, Max Scholl, Logan Spurgeon & Marcus Hoffman

Coach Henning

Mason Buck

The Squad
Boys Soccer

Varsity

Top Row: Brian Riordan(5), Zach Jonker(coach), Billy Fettig(19), Adam Hosler(13), Griffin Christensen(21), Ben Godfrey(24), Romario Salmon(14), Spencer Wineman(11), Zack Hoffman(9), James Huntman(15)

Middle Row: Phill Brown(12), Kyle Hannah(18), Cooper Carpenter(16), Nathaniel Reed(0), Connor Ingelson(23), Trever Flynn(10), Ben Hoffman(20)

Bottom Row: Logan Bickel(1), Parker Goodrich(6), Connor Wineman(8), Eric Hoffman(7)

Phill Brown(12) fights for control of the ball

Griffin Christensen(21) doing a nice bicycle kick

Eric Hoffman(7) playing some defence

Connor Ingelson(23) playing some defence

Romario Salmon(14) and Ben Hoffman(20) celebrating Griffin's(21) goal

Zack Hoffman(9) running down the field
Nick Snider(2) handling the ball

Top Row: Luke Fettig(3), Mitch Pulaski(21), Matt Aghajeri(19), Dominick Murrany(11), Logan Flynn(20), Issac Beardsley(17), Kyle Hoffman(16)
Middle Row: Dan Nicholson(18), David Hosler(13), Armand Rauselli-Moreno(4), David Paquette(0), Nick Snider(2), Emmett Sweeney(8), Ethan Siegward(6) Bottom Row: Logan Cunningham(5), Finn Hopkins (12), Jesse Bacon(1), Gavin Kerley(9)

Coach Todd taking a selfie with part of the team

Emmett Sweeney(8)
David Hosler(13)

Gavin Kerley(9) Kickin' it!

Goalie David Paquette(1) making an amazing save

Varsity and J.V. come together as one

"Petoskey's Varsity and JV soccer team had a great season overall." - Spencer Wineman
Girls Golf Team

Emily Kurburski, Alison Dann, Alena Chapdelaine, Grace Howard, Grace Frank, and Grace Kelbel

Swinging for the green

Posing for the pic!

Placed 4th in Regionals

Trying to stay dry on a rainy day

Grace Frank taking the big swing

Winning match play at Cheboygan

Emily Kurburski
Equestrian Team

Team Names: Isabelle Brumleve, Ansje De Jonge, Reilly Ingleson, Chanel Lockett, Mary Louise Mooradian, Katarina Nehrkorn, Kayla Rose, Catalina Pfeifle, Kylie Tuncap, Allyson Waldron
Coach: Beth Harwood
Assistant Coaches: Terri Hazzard and Cynthia Shaw
Varsity Football Team vs. The Teachers

Conner Ingleson getting the wrong answer

Our Pep Assembly announcers Brigitte Bonter and Bj Chattersan

Megan Heintschel contemplating her answer

Matt Budeau put on the spot

Phil Brown, Sara Donakowski, and Kurt Boucher

The court waiting for their trivia question

Brinn Serafini, Jim Behm, and Bethany Drier

Court partners Teddy Tamm and Megan Heintschel

Sydney Hopp getting pied

Court partners Sydney Hopp and Matt Budreau

Homecoming Pep Assembly
Homecoming Spirit Week

Wednesday Night Bonfire

Royalty Day

Turtle Neck & Chains Day

Camo Day

America Day

Powder Puff Football

Homecoming Football Game
PHS Homecoming Court

ALL HAIL THE KING AND QUEEN

Sydney Hopp & Kurtis Boucher

Left to Right: Sarah Donakowski Jennifer Ling Sydney Hopp
Sydney Chambers Megan Heintschel Anne Tsaloff

Left to Right: Theodore Tamm Logan Bickel Connor Ingleson
Phill Brown Mathew Budreau, Misisng Kurt Boucher

Kendra Shaw and Coral Brantley singing "Mother Knows Best"

Full Cast singing "Life's a Happy Song"

Emma Kendziorski dancing to 'The Games'
Ashley Young singing "When She Loved Me"

Collin LaPrairie and Coral Brantley singing "I See The Light"

James McConnel, Jacalyn Webster, and Joel Watton

Jake McMasters and Emma Kendziorski singing "Love Is An Open Door"

Chelsea Dann singing "Let It Go"

Ireland Adgate dancing to "Feed The Birds"

Jake McMasters and Collin LaPrairie posing after "Supercal"

Samantha Giannalva and Ross Hooley singing "Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious"

Nina Chatterson singing "Dig a Little Deeper"

Maddie Nemecek singing "Touch the Sky"

The boys singing "Step In Time"

Coral Brantley, Megan Wilson and Emma Monte

Emma Montel singing "Once Apon a Dream"

Bethany Drier dancing to "Rainbow Connection"

Jacob Budnik and Jake McMasters singing "Step In Time"
Career Technical Education
Olivia Statler and Tate Rider

Cal Moore and Stevie Beer taking notes.

DECA Regionals

Armand Rausell-Moreno learning the American way of Marketing!

Working the school store

DECA Crispy Creme Fundraiser
Business

Ashley puttin' in work

Eve McCreery & Ashley Hill

Leah James & Halley Hofbauer

Squad Up

Jordan Siers & Sarah Yankovich

Accounting

Carmen Hill, Sam Harmer, and Gracelyn Howard cheesin' for the picl

Mrs. Babcock
Building Trades

Jimmy Wilson being Jimmy

Justin Hamlen, Jimmy Wilson, Devonte Williams

Mr. Liebler lookin good!

House in progress

Allie Wandrie practicing safety

Devonte Williams "Hammer Time"

A man without and education is like a building
without a foundation
Drafting/CAD

Architectural Drafting
Agricultural Science

Mrs. Scholl-Stauffer

Animal Science and Botany

First Hour Animal Science

Fourth Hour Animal Science

Botany Project

Sixth Hour Botany

Mrs. Scholl, Marissa Mroczkowski, and Carley Mcglinch

Melissa Myers and Emily Matz at the FFA

Taylor Bently helping Eric Grissom

Botany/FFA Field Trip

Petoskey High School FFA Members

Kerrigan Reaume, Amber Michelsen, & Lauren RavenCraft at FFA

Greenroom

Mrs. Scholl helping Michelle Llenich

"Sane is boring."
-R.A. Salvatore
Let's see what goes on inside the Auto Room!

Cole Miller and Robert Kibbe taking lug nuts off a truck

Joey Butterfield looking for a rag to check the oil

Bring your broken down car into the auto room and they will fix it!

William Murphy working on a truck

Dakota Vieau And Rob Kibbe checking tires

Dakota Vieau working on breaks

Harley Meyer working on a hummer
Foods

Preston Vertz

Ryan Dunneback

Jamie Kelly

Foods class meal

Jamie Kelly, Hailey Hofbauer, Leah James, and Preston Vertz

Haley Hofbauer

Levi Mudri

Taylor Sigmen

Matt Brown

A few staff members enjoying lunch in the foods room!
Medical Occupations

2nd hour Intro class saying goodbye to Mr. Patten on his last day at PHS

3rd and 4th hour two hour block get a quick pic after the surprise pizza party

Nick Mesnard
Bri Marshall
Dissecting parts of a sheep
Ethan Gulledge
Gabby Hickman, Mr. Patten, & Bri Marshall
Tara Osterhout
Taylor Seels & Rachel Fedorko
Brooke Hebert, Gabby Hickman, Mr. Patten, Bri Marshall, & Grace Howard
Diana Lopez
Blowing into Winter
"No winter lasts forever; no spring skips its turn."

—Hal Bacland
Ski Team

Top Left: Erik Lundteigan, Kayla Potter, Silas Lee, David Paquette, Sam Armstrong, Patrick Sheperd, James Behm, Josh Pemberton, Jonathan Norton, Mason Norton, Kyle Festerling, Tom Olsen

2nd Row: Phillip Schulz, Coy Weller, Tristan Akins, Rilley Norton, Ethan Seigwart, Frances Davis, Mitch Makela, Kylee Chojnacki

3rd Row: Megan Makela, Hannah Loomis, Kelly Leavy, Elise Brady, Alana Honaker, Anna Samson, Ireland Adgate

Missing: Lauren Gaskill, Garret Lundteigan

Kyle Festerling loving the cold weather

David Paquette all bundled up

Hannah Loomis showing nothing but smiles
"It's definitely not the warmest sport out there"
- James Behm

"I'm never tired of winning, and I'm never tired of skiing"
- Lindsey Vonn
Varsity heads to the locker room at the half.

Lily Kingma shoots a free throw.

Katrina Daniel takes the ball out.

Gaby Hickman looks for an open pass.

Left: Varsity girls lineup during the National Anthem.

Right: Jillian Piotrowski waits for a pass.
Top left: Coach Harju, Dana McShane, Emma Howard, Taylor Behan, Sydney Lesperance, Miigwaans Smith, Coach Adams.
Bottom left: Allie Haas, Makayla Flynn, Katie Holka, Jalynn Byers, Joy Kiogima, Ashley Tran, Brooke Redes

Girls on the bench watching the game.

JV team getting together after a play.

Jalynn Byers makes a free throw.

Allie Haas stands by during a referee call.

Taylor Behan taking the ball out.

Brooke Redes bringing the ball up the court.

Sydney Lesperance at the free throw line.

Top left: Coach Lesky, Erika Wilder, Makayla Lowell, Katie Kurburski, Macayla Corey, Heather Dufek, Jenna Clarkson.
Bottom left: Maggie Lesperance, Sydney Hintz, Amelia Wagenschutz, Katie Coveyou, Isabella Rowe, Taylor Bingaman
Varsity Boys Basketball

Top row (left to right): Coach Miller, Peter Loomis, Evan Whitmore, Jason Bur, Brandon Carson, Tom LeBlanc, Aron Lee, Parker Monley, Coach Starkey, Coach Pollion. Bottom row (left to right): Tayte Rider, Nicholas Mesnard, Parker Goodrich, Marion Wingster, Nathaniel Reed, Phillip Schaub, Peter Crittenden.
Freshman

Top two (left to right): Gavin Kerley, Coach Shaw, William Coveyou, Jarrayd Greenacre, Colin Redman, Jordan Bur, Joel Wilson, Seth Mann, Ty Sobczak, Coach Hasty, Front row (left to right) Tysen Acosta, Collin Kingma, Noah Doe-Nimphie, Ryan Bickel, River Ingalls, Gavin Kerley, Seth Izzard.

JV

Top row (left to right): Coach Tamm, Peter Fila, Nick Snider, Daniel Kolp, Jake Lee, Trevor Daniel, John Crittenden Bottom row (left to right): Armand Rausell, Jared Frank, Bruno Carusi, Logan Spurgeon, Stuart Green, Brendan Smith, Max Vangru.

Fighting for the puck up against the boards

Dylan Jensen and Carter Johnson

Team WORK is key!

Great goal!!!
Cam Wilder

Fighting for the puck.

Sawyer Kulman

Dakota Peavey in goal

Fighting for the puck.

Mack Kalbfleisch moving the puck

Dylan Jensen moving the puck up the ice

Playing good defense

Taylor Troxell, Dylan Jensen, and Tim Sysko during the National Anthem

Mike Forton

Checking kids into the boards
Wrestling Mission Statement

To provide high percentage wrestling technique and evaluation that will enhance performance at all ability levels. To create a physical training environment that sustains and promotes muscular strength, muscular endurance, flexibility, and cardio vascular endurance. To encourage a sense of pride in self, team, school and community. To develop an understanding of relationship between a strong work ethic and future success in life!

TEAM

Head-Coach: Nathan Gross

Back row: Jaylin Mithell, Josh Argetsinger, Gage Paul, Marcus Groh, Cole Mosher, Logan Flynn, Kevin Tran, Clayton Sigman
Middle row: Cody Hallworth, Jacob Oneil, Bruce Skop, Nick Plath, Dakota Vieau, Drew Wilson, Rob Kibbe
Bottom row: Jacob Fletcher, Jeff Pines, Matt Aghajari, Scott Kibbe, Joey Butterfield
To win, you must be on TOP!

Drew Wilson
25-8
"I've been wrestling since 7th grade, it comes with a lot of benefits. There is no better feeling than winning!"

Scott Kibbe
29-6
"I've been wrestling my whole life. It has been a great season so far."

Logan Flynn
"It's my first year back and I'm already on varsity."

"If there's still time on the clock, then there's still time to WIN."
Boys Bowling

Team Names:
Back Row: Kevin Walter, Brian Warner, Taylor Ives, John Smetts, Ethan Crane, and Nathan Emery.
Front Row: Jordan Hull, Nathaniel Clarkson, and Andrew McNamara.
Coaches: Mr. Steve Hamlin and Mr. Simon.
Girls Bowling

Team Names:
Ariel Cruz, Taylor Bentley, Marissa Mroczkowski, Rachel Rousseau, Mackenzie Dubeau, and Dani Gardner.

Coaches: Mrs. Debbie Hamlin and Mrs. Simon

Missing: Mya Hernandez.
Austin Wilson and Coral Brantley

Orion Brill

Seniors Jake McMasters, Jacob Budnik, Kurt Boucher, and Maddie Haas
If music be the food of love, play on.
William Shakespeare

Where words fail, music speaks.
~Hans Christian Andersen

Bella Voce

Singing at the Saint Francis Church
Snowcoming Pep Assembly

It's Jake... from State Farm

Lance escorting Hailey

"He went to Jared"

Sarah Yankoviak and Ben Godfrey

Cooper painting Jared's face

Conner Ingelson and Sydney Hopp

Delaney and Cooper

Waiting for the fun to begin

The Saltine Challenge
PHS Snowcoming Court

Bow down to the King and Queen

Delaney Carlson & Lance Hinmon

Left to Right: Sarah Yankoviak, Keana Kamalii, Delaney Carlson, Hailey Hofbauer, and Brigitte Bonter.

Left to Right: Jake McMasters, Cooper Carpenter, Lance Hinmon, Benjamin Godfrey, and Jared Byers.
Renaissance

Renaissance is a club created to make our school have more spirit and a bigger feeling of teamwork.

Elaina Tuck in the light brown leading her group.

Dominick Murray in the dark blue having so much fun.

The Freshman get really into their games!

A group circling up learning the rules of a new game.

A big group enjoying a game during their time off.
Bridget Bonter and BJ Chatterson emceeing the Pep Assembly.

Mrs. Pontoni and Stuart Green looking over agendas.

Conner Ingleson and Sydney Hopp helping at the Pep Assembly.

BJ Chatterson and Stuart Green working hard.

Logan Bickle and Ben Godfrey

Gigi Seagren and Andrew Frampus

Spencer Winema and Conner Ingleson

Bridget Bonter and BJ Chatterson emceeing the Pep Assembly.

Party In the U.S.A.
2015 State Career Development Conference

Emily Kurburski, Spencer Thompson & Jodi Smith

Griffen Christensen, Ben Godfrey & Stuart Green State Champs!

Kayln McCullough, Elaina Tuck, Conner Wineman and Nick Snider - State Conference Finalist

President Stuart Green representing his own company, Teras Media

Makenna Smith, Allie Wandrie & Luke Schrage State Finalists!

Brooke Hebert, Brinn Serafini & Spencer Thompson, Sterling Adaline, Robert Golembiewski
Brendon and Kaden studying hard before the go on in front of the judges.

Grace and Paige practicing in front of the coach.

Grace and Declan going over the facts for next round.

Alex is striking a pose with the winning trophy.

Left to right: Paige Petrowski, Kaden de Castro, Anne Johnson, Alex Esterline, Lauren Bixby, Madeline Campbell, Grace Marshall, Declan Akins, Brenden Egolf, Owen Fedorko.

State Champs!
Quiz Bowl

Winners of the Quiz Bowl Championship. Left to right: Weston Kuhlman, Jerimiah Johnson, Chris Marsh, Anne Tsaloff, and Hanna Simmons

Left to right: Sydney Smith, Giovanni DeAgostino, Marcus Huffman, Jacalyn Webster, Sean Guiry, and Delaney Carlson

Marcus Huffman and Sydney Smith

Jerimiah Johnson, Weston Kuhlman, Chris Marsh, Anne Tsaloff, and Hanna Simmons

Left to right: Sydney Smith, Giovanni DeAgostino, Marcus Huffman, Jacalyn Webster, Sean Guiry, and Delaney Carlson

Brian Riordan, Cooper Carpenter, and Brian Robson

Giovanni DeAgostino and Sean Guiry

Andrew Frampus and Phillip Brown

The robot taking a hard fall during a match in Midland.

Cam Brown and Jeremiah Johnson watching a match from the stands.

Petoskey Robotics "Going the distance" to win the 64th Chairman's Award in Midland.

A few team members grabbing a quick bite to eat before watching the elimination matches.

Getting the robot on the field and ready for the next match.
NHS

National Honors Society is a nationwide organization. Based on four criteria; leadership, service, and character. NHS requires members to participate in community service.

NHS members painted kids faces for family night at Sheridan Elementary School.

Jared Byers

Delaney Carlson
Treasury

Chris Taylor and Tim Sysko enjoying a snack during the blood drive.

James McConnell getting his blood drawn.

NHS members, Taylor Brown and Andy Frampus having a great time at the blood drive.
The Jazz Band playing at Sheridan Elementary School.

The Jazz Band waiting to play at Sheridan Elementary School.

Nicolas Visconti and Jesse Peters playing away.

Liam Madell and Joshua Schiemann.

Ethan Jacobs, Paige Petrowski, and Kayla Barrows.

Symphony Band placed in Division 1 in sight-reading and all three judges. Wind Symphony Band placed in Division 1 in sight-reading and all three judges.
FFA (Future Farmers of America)

FFA makes a positive difference in the lives of students by developing their potential for premier leadership, personal growth and career success through agricultural education.

Tiffany Denton, Eric Carlson, and Michael Babcock.

MITES (Michigan Industrial and Technology Education Society)

(Left) For the MITES competition students may compete in the areas of Wrought Metals (includes welding), Mechanical Drawing, Architectural Drawing, Graphic Arts, and Machining. These two projects were done by Madison Haas and Kelly Powers, they will be submitted into the MITES competition in May.

(Right) MITES Auto competitors: Joseph Grooms, Michael Merrill, Derek Meyer, and Logan Girt.
French Club

Top Left: Jacalyn Webster, Victoria Stokel, Meghan Smith, Ali Altman, Brooke Ponke, Vanessa Stokel, Lori Florinski
Bottom Left: Ryan Powers, Harris Schwartz, Colin LaPrairie, Nic George, Reilly LaPrairie, Austin Stokel, Kelly Powers, Lauren Bixby, Hannah Loomis, Emily Matz, Mrs. Baker-Smith, and Kateyln Wheaton

à paris!

BOUVYAGE!

Ce sont des étudiants.
Skills U.S.A.

Building Trades

Zachary GrossKopf, Kyle Holka, Jacob Graves, Scott Kibbe. Mssing: Justin Hamlin

Foods

Leah James and Abby Kasuske

Levi Mudrin and Alexis Leonard

Leah James Going to States!
Emily Michelsen, Connor Ingleson, Jerimiah Johnson, Andrew Frampus, and Dameon Spencer waiting for their turn.

Mr. Young presenting the next participant

Connor Ingleson

Griffin Christensen

James McConnell

Samantha Giammalva

Emma Montel

Congratulations to Samantha Giammalva in 3rd place, James McConnell in 2nd place, and Coral Brantly in 1st place!
Model UN and World Quest

On the way to Mid-American Model UN '15

Model UN Russia Federation Delegate

Model UN Georgia Delegate

Model UN Kyrgyzstan Delegate

World Quest Questosterones

Model UN Kazakhstan Delegate

World Quest Questrogens
Youth in Government

Madilne Campbell, Anne Johnson, Alex Esterline, Maria Becker, Paige Petroski, Harris Schwartz, Owen Fedorko, & Tommy Boulmann

Petoskey students with Michigan Supreme Court Judges.

Alex Esterline, Anne Johnson, Maria Becker, & Paige Petrowski

Alex Esterline, Anne Johnson, Madilne Campbell, Paige Petroski, & Maria Becker

Lansing
Blooming into Spring
"The beautiful spring came; and when nature resumes her loveliness, the human soul is apt to revive also."

-Harriet Ann Jacobs
Boys Track & Field


Missing:
Kurt Boucher
Mason Buck
Zach Ernst
Andy Frampus
Jacob Kromm
Devin Lafond
Seth Mapes
Max Meyerson
Jaylin Mitchell
Austin Oehring
Cody Parks
Harrison Ramirez
Clayton Sighman
Ethan Taylor
Drew Wilson
Girls Track & Field


Missing:
Isabel Anderson
Shannon Brown
Emma Burgan
Makayla Corey
Kitty Hoffman
Alexis Knapp
Elizabeth LaLonde
Katerina LaLonde
Tilly Luesing-Koboski
Rebecca Nazcimento deBarros
Katelyn Veitch
Darby Walker
Hannah Watton
Evie Wilcoz
Varsity Girls Tennis

Back left: Isabel Ceniza, Alena Chapdelaine, Kelsey Nuorala, Karla Kane, Sydney Chambers, Coach Lo, Ariel Drier, Alexis Stokel, Delaney Smith, Grace Tollas, Megan Heintschel, Amelia Farr, Hanna Simmons

Girls who play tennis together, stay together

Hit em' hard and hit em' good
JV Girls Tennis

Don't hate the player, hate the game

Back left: Coach Ludlow, Ayriss Swenor, Reilly LaPrairie, Mary Koboski, Sam Jones, Megan Makela, Coach Murray, Sydney Smith, Delaney Carlson, Sofia Estrada, Taylor Brady, Emily Marino, Alliyah Pontiac, Cecilia Murray, Kinsley Williams, Rachel Fedorko, Skylar Smith, Kennedy Buck, and Mary Louise Mooradian
Left: In 2013, three of our seniors and one of our juniors won a golf regional title, that being since 1944.

"Forget your opponents; always play against par."

-Sam Snead

(Back row) Left to right: Ivan Kuhn, Silas Lee, Jake Guliana, Mitchell Pulaski, Max Brown, Colin Redman, (Front Row) Left to right: Brian Warner, Stuart Green, Jesse Peters, Colin Green, Adam McCain, Zachary Smith, Cooper Smith (Missing): Mason Norlon, Riley Norton.
Girls Varsity Soccer


"To me, soccer is so much more than a ball and two goals; it connects people from all of the corners of the world."

-Mystery Author
JV Girls Soccer


Missing: Alivia Altman, MaCayla Corey, Brook Ponke, Marilyn Rockey


(Right) Reilly Ingleson at practice

Evie Wilcox, Jenna Brown, and Ally VanAntwerp

Olivia Statler and Grace Kelbel

Brooke Harris

Ally Gill and Piper Gill
Back Left: Reed Moore, Jared Byers, Peter Crittenden, Travis Seagmen, Jacob Budnick, Parker Monley, Craig Clark, Luke Schrage, Lyle Gray. Front Left: Sam Wilcox, Trevor Wilson, Phil Schaub, Nick Kanine, Nick Mesnard, Jordan Swiss, Jordan Conklin.
JV Baseball


Freshmen Baseball

"The only reason I went to school all this time, is to distract myself from the fact that I'll never be Beyonce." ~Allie Wandrie

When life gives you lemons you make lemonade. ~Dale Carnage

The most valuable things in life aren't bought, they're earned. ~Mo Farah

People are gonna label you. It's how you overcome those labels, that's what matters. ~One Tree Hill

"Yasss." ~Taylor Brady

We're all different; that's what makes us all the same. ~Kat Huffaker

You can't make people love you, but you can make people fear you. ~Blair Waldorf

"Honesty is preferred over a promise you can't keep." ~Alex Mamma

"Life owes me four years of sleep. " ~Jim Behm

Don't let anyone look down on you because you are young, but set a example for the believers in speech, in life, in love, in faith, and in purity. ~1 Timothy 4:12

"Git'er done" ~Kyle Swadling

Think of life as a movie, if you guess how it ends, you will miss your written story. ~Before Sunset

~Logan Gurl
"When I sit, I knit." ~Delaney Carlson

If you don't build your dreams, someone else will hire you to build theirs. -Tony Gaskins Jr. ~Trevor Kadlec

"Hashtag Chag Flag." ~Jake McMasters

How lucky I am to have something that makes saying goodbye so hard -Winnie The Pooh ~Willow Rasch

For I know the plans I have for you, "declares the LORD," plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future. -Jeremiah 29:11 ~Maddie Haas

"Trust me... I am a boy scout." ~Connor Ingleson

"Don't let the haters stop you from doing your thang." ~Keana Kamali

"You gotta risk it to get the biscuit." ~Sydney Hopp

"Love God, Love People." ~Kurt Boucher

"Don't waste your time; live with passion." ~Jacalyn Webster

The world is a heavyweight. Learn to dodge punches." ~Jacob Budnik

"Memories are a way of holding onto things you love, things you are, and things you will become." ~Miranda Swan

Accept your past without regret, handle your present with confidence, and face your future without fear. -Unknown ~Chelsea Dann

When we give cheerfully and accept gratefully, everyone is blessed. -Maya Angelou ~Shannon Brown
Above: Movie of the Year: American Sniper

Above: Artist of the Year: Taylor Swift

Above: TV show of the Year: The Walking Dead

Above: Song of the Year: Uptown Funk by Bruno Mars

Above: Album of the Year: Morning Phase

Most Popular Social Media sites:
#1 Facebook
#2 Twitter

#1 Game on App Store: Trivia Crack

Top selling Phone: Galaxy Note 4 & iPhone 6 Plus

Below: Actor of the Year: Eddie Redmayne from The Theory of Everything

Below: Actress of the Year: Julianne Moore from Still Alice
Hair style: Ombre

Above: Top Selling Book: Heaven is For Real

World Series Champions: San Francisco Giants

2015 Most Searched People on Google
1) Brian Williams
2) Leonard Nimoy
3) Bob Simon
4) Beck
5) Lady Gaga
6) Katy Perry
7) Kanye West
8) Hannah Davis
9) Dakota Johnson
10) Lorena Rojas

Best Selling Console: PS4

Current Costs
Candy Bar: $1.30
16 oz. Soda: $1.49
Movie Ticket: $8.75
Gas: $2.49
Loaf of Bread: $2.37
1 Gallon of Milk: $3.75
Med. Size Big Mac: $5.69
Iphone 6: $199 w/ contract
High School Sporting Events: $5

Super Bowl Champions: New England Patriots

College Football National Champions: Ohio State Buckeyes
Selfie's of PHS 😛
Teacher Mock Elections

BEST DRESSED:
MR. YOUNG
MRS. RILEY

SHOULD HAVE BEEN
PRESIDENT:
MRS. ANDERSON
MR. TAMM

MOST UNSEPERABLE:
MRS. FETTIG
MRS VANDENHEUVEL
MS. WHITLEY
MRS. LESKY
MRS. TRUDEAU

MOST ATHLETIC:
MR. FLYNN
MRS. PARKER

BEST STORYTELLER:
MR. KOONTZ
MRS. SIMON
Student Mock Elections

Best Dressed:
Griffin Christensen & Sydney Chambers

Best Smile:
Brian Riordan & Hailey Hofbauer

Best Hair:
Sara Donakowski & Phil Brown

Class Clown:
Sydney Hopp & Ben Godfrey

Most Athletic:
Sarah Goble & James Gazarato
Student Mock Elections

Most Likely to become Famous:
Jacalyn Webster & Dameon Spencer

Cutiest Couple:
Katie Rash & Jared Byers

Most likely to become President:
Jacalyn Webster & Theodore Tamm

Most Outgoing:
Sydney Hopp & Kurt Boucher

Best Laugh:
Megan Heintschel & Lance HInmon
Best Tweets: Maddie Nemecek & Logan Bickel

School Spirit: Sydney Hopp & Jake McMasters

Most Patriotic: Brigitte Bonter & Colin Green

Most likely to become a Pro Athlete: Sarah Goble & Jordan Swiss

Best Eyes: Alyssa Daly & Conner Ingleson
Electives

Business/Accounting
Jane Babcock

Hospitality
William Sommerfeldt

Hospitality Aide
Laura May

Physical Education
Dennis Starkey

Physical Education
Earl Flynn

Automotive Technology
Adam Hausler

Automotive Tech. Aide
Tim Bruin-Slot

Computer Technology
Howard Bates

Drafting
Jeff Baldwin

Online Learning
Brad Liecata

Building Trades
Larry Liebler

Building Trades
Randy Handwerk

Marketing/Yearbook
Casie Parker

Art
Melissa Paterson

Medical Occupation
Erik Slifka

Vocal Music
Julie Saunders

Band
Patrick Ryan

Band
Barry Bennett

Band
Duane Willson
Grace Holt, Mr. Morrison, Kainani Kalilimoku & Parker Talbot

Caitlyn St.Claire & Caitlyn Raymond-Helton

Devia Athanasiadis & Samantha Giamaiva
Ana Klooster and MaCayla Morey

The Boys!

CHEESE!
Isabel Anderson, Jessica Kuhlman & MaCayla Corey

Coy Wellner, Emily Wilber, Evelyn Wilcox, Erika Wilder, Carly Williams

Joel Wilson, Kian Witse, Brittany Winter, Isaac Wittenberg, Kiana Wodek

James Worthington, Anna Wozniak, Cody Wright, Cheyenne Ziembo, Brandee Zimmer

Girl Time!!

Ruling the playground!

Tournament Champs!
Arielle Drier, Emma Montel, and Jordan Young

John Crittenden and Stuart Green

Billy Fettig and Andrew Hoffman
Football Fans

Joy Kiogima, Ashley Tran, and Makayla Flynn

Catalina Pfeifle and Chanel Lockett
Kristen Kortman, Alena Chapdelaine, and Sjana Baker

"I take friendship very seriously"

Peter Loomis and Jodi-Ann Smith
"Value Friendships. Value you relationship"

Paige Levitte and Corissa Clark

Samantha Jones and Kinsley Williams
"Friendship is wildly underrated medication"
Sarah Ismond and Kennedy Buck

"A friend is one who knows you and loves you just the same"

Spencer Wineman
Kyrsee Tingstad, Brandi Walker and Ashley McGlinch

Caleb Harris

Cody Engler, Mitchell Nawrocki, and Steven Krauss

Travis Buchanan, Matt Aghajeri, Camden Wilder, Jason Bur, and Sterling Adaline
Tibbs, to his friends, was a fantastic person. His only goal in life was to help people around him in any way possible. Yes, he had his own ups and downs like any other teen in high school. He never wanted help in his personal life; he only wanted to give it. He was just that way. Spencer was one of my closest friends and like a brother. He supported me when I needed it most, and for that I will forever be in his debt. He will always be here in our hearts, telling us what to do when we need him most. Spencer will be remembered forever by those who knew him. Rest in peace, Bud. You will always be in my heart.

Logan Girt
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." Eleanor Roosevelt
"Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world." Nelson Mandela
"Education is not preparation for life; education is life itself." John Dewey
"All good things must come to an end, but I wouldn't want it to end with any other people or be at any other time." Alice in Wonderland
"The fireworks begin today. Each diploma is a lighted match. Each one of you is a fuse." Edward Koch
"The tassel's worth the hassle." Dr. Seuss
"Education is our passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to the people who prepare for it today." Malcolm X
"Your schooling might be over, but remember that your education still continues." Knewton D Baker
"Excellence is not a skill. It's an attitude." Ralphton Marshton
"The trouble with learning from experience is that you never graduate." Doug Larson
"The whole purpose of education is to turn mirrors into windows." Sydney Harris
Everyone is a genius, but if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will live its whole life believing that it's stupid." Albert Einstein
"In three words I can sum up everything I've learned in life. It goes on." Robert Frost
"Forgive your enemies, but never forget their names."
John F Kennedy
"If you can dream it, you can do it." Walt Disney
In the end, it's not the years in your life that count. It's the life in your years.” Abraham Lincoln
"We do not remember days, we remember moments."
Cesare Pavese
"Life is a crazy ride, and nothing is guaranteed." Eminem
"The main thing is never quit, never quit, never quit."
William Clinton
"One way to get the most out of life is to look upon it as an adventure." William Feather
Congratulations

Class of 2015!

Petoskey

High School
Gabriela (Gaby, Squirt, Gibs, Gabber, Gibby),
'Dah', McDonald's, "just breathe", Melmo, Teletubbies, I'm a geeek, rock wars, ER visits, paletas, Songs of Solomon bible study, "stand up straight", Popwarner football, making gorditas with Tita, 'You are my Sunshine', 'Down by the Bay...', KOA, Paul your 9 point buck, onesie pjs, 'that would buy like 50 McChickens', bacon, Adventures in Odyssey hog, 100 balloons in dad's car, Christmas music, 'SNOWDAY!', green bug, 'but I love this tree', $5,000 tubing day with Annie, chic fliks and pj days, 'Yesssss', Oh. My. Glob, #12, Bugles, Sour anything, #momcan't#, best Christmas tree ever, Hawaii's black sand, Nerf wars, Happy meal wedding reception, watching your walk with Christ... You have given us so many wonderful memories, you are an amazing blessing Gab... We are so proud of you! And we Love you to the moon and back. 1 Timothy 4:12

Diddy, Meh, Bubsies, Baby Cheeks

We are so proud of you! Now you are on your way to MSU & being a business man! Congratulations.

Love,
Your Whole Family
Thank you Petoskey Hockey for the last 8 years of good times. Many of us have become family. You will all be missed dearly. Stay in touch. Life is short, make memories, enjoy life, good luck to each of you in the future...be it an engineer, military, medical field, or even a rapper...whatever you guys do do your best! I have never seen such a great group of young men. We are honored we got to know you over the years and for you guys to become such good friends, hope you stay that way.

This picture is a group shot of PHS 14-2015 Hockey who have LOST a relative to some form of cancer. That's a lot of loss. Let that number sink in for a moment... We are each touched in some way by the pain of cancer. Many of you have lost loved ones, have survived or are fighting cancer. Our thoughts are with all of you and your families. Please, let's help find a cure.
Thank you God & our Patrons for the gift of
~1913~102~2015~
years EPH 2:7-9

Plath's Meats
116 S. 3rd. St.
Rogers City, MI 49779
p. 989-734-2232

2200 E. Mitchell Rd.
Petoskey, MI 49770
p. 231-348-8100

SMOKED PORK LOIN • HAMS
BACON • SAUSAGES • SMOKED FISH

SMOKED MEATS
*FAMOUS*
SINCE 1913*
www.PlathsMeats.com

Mallard Cove
ASSISTED LIVING

Our Mission
At Mallard Cove, our mission is to serve
each resident with the same personal
care and concern we give our own family.

Call to schedule an appointment
231-347-CARE
(2273)

Or visit our website at
www.mallardcoveassistedliving.com

Mallard Cove Assisted Living
2801 South US-31
Petoskey, MI 49770
S&S Welding
4482 Pickerel Lake Rd, Petoskey, MI 49770
(231) 347-2989
Near the intersection of Pickerel Lake Rd and N Fletcher Rd

David's Place
HAIRSTYLING
303 E. Mitchell St.
Petoskey, MI 49770
(231) 347-2862

Ron's Gameheads and More
Taxidermy
Ron Furgeson
Taxidermist
Petoskey, Michigan
www.ronsgameheads.com
231-330-2564
ronmuskie@gmail.com

Level Ground Inc
3687 Cemetery Rd, Petoskey, MI 49770
(231) 330-7205
Prescription Services
Affiliated with McLaren Northern Michigan

Walter "Jake" Emling, RPh
Pharmacist

560 W. Mitchell St.
Suite 200
Petoskey, Michigan 49770
wemling@northernhealth.org
tel 231.487.2147
fax 231.487.2200
northernhealth.org

Pellston Animal Clinic
421 Stimpson St, Pellston, MI 49769
(231) 539-7113

Mason, Kammermann & Rohrback, P.C
Certified Public Accountants | Bookkeeping | Payroll Service | Tax Preparation

Mäori
coffee • pastries • wine
pizza

MANTHEI INCORPORATED
QUALITY faced VENEERS

3996 U.S. 31 South
Petoskey, MI 49770
Phone: 231-347-7040

McDonald's
747 Spring St
Petoskey, MI
(231) 487-0088

1340 US-31
Petoskey, MI
(231) 347-1771

OLESON'S
Farm Fresh Markets

Oleson’s Food Stores
A manufacturer of Automotive Electrical Terminals since 1959

2277 M-119 Highway
Petoskey, MI 49770
Phone: (231) 347-0760
Fax: (231) 347-9051

Bay Pines Veterinary Clinic
8769 M-119
Harbor Springs, MI 49740
(231) 347 - 4552
FAX: (231) 347 - 1039
baypinesvet.net

Cathryn J. Schuil, MA, LLPC, CAADC
Professional Counseling Services
321 East Lake Street
Petoskey Michigan 49770
(231) 838-3252
cjschuilcounseling.com

KEVIN HORN
249 BRIDGE COURT
PETOSKEY, MI 49770
231-347-9699

All Seasons Maintenance
Commercial & Residential
Lawn Care · Snow Plowing · Deer Fence
40 Years Experience · Insured · Dependable & Responsible

Char-Em

Congratulations Graduates!
Do not go where the path may lead; go instead where there is no path and leave a trail.
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
Congratulations to the

"Class of 2015"

"Follow your Dream"
"Be the best you can be"

John Cowell's
Horse Shoeing & Trimming
Over 50 Years
1-231-537-4843

In Honor of all Petoskey Graduates Past and Present

Graham Heating
2157 Harbor Petoskey Rd
347-3488
Congratulations Elise Brady!

301 E. LAKE STREET, PETOSKEY, MICHIGAN 49770
231-347-2603 | TOLL FREE: 1-866-SHORTER
FAX: 231-34704512 | GRANDPASHORTERS.COM
Behan Stone Masonry Inc.

Steve Behan
1089 Gregg Road
Petoskey, MI 49770

(231) 347-9028

Bob Goldsmith & Sons Roofing Co.
Complete Quality Roofing Service for 50 Years

5578 S US 131
Petoskey MI 49770
Office: 231-347-8644
Fax: 231-347-4617
Ken: 231-838-2211
Ed: 231-838-0815

Go Northmen!
Ski, ride, surf, golf, zipline, tube, swim, bike...

Boyne Highlands | Boyne Mountain | The Inn At Bay Harbor - A Renaissance Golf Resort

Boyne.com | 800.GO.BOYNE
Offering the finest chauffeured transportation to the airport, hourly excursions, parties or a night out in Northern Michigan, 24 hours a day!

Ask us about our executive 26 passenger bus now available for: weddings, large groups and corporate events!

(231) 373-5797 reservations@baytobayshuttle.com
Q-Resale
Where the Q stands for Quality!
Hi end clothing and accessories for
Men, Women, and Children.
Even Craft Supplies.
1118 East State St. Cheboygan, MI
(231) 627-3150
qresale.com

Corner Grocer
&
Corner Scoops
1045 Kalamazoo Ave
Petoskey MI, 49770
(231) 487-9200

ROYAL TIRE
WHERE CUSTOMER IS KING

All Your Printing Needs!
Embroidery
Screen Printing
Ad Specialties
Commercial Printing
Signs
Trophies

PGI
personal graphics incorporated
270 Creekside Dr.
231.347.6347
www.personalgraphicsonline.com

NORTH
COAST
IMAGEWEAR
A Division of Personal Graphics Inc.
610 W. Sheridan St.
231-347-3016 ext. 4
www.ncimagewear.com

Blaze
Petoskey

165
what we offer:

- Career programs that lead directly to good jobs;
- Basic courses that can get you started on a bachelor’s degree;
- Affordable tuition and financial assistance to keep your costs low.

how to begin:

- Visit our website www.ncmich.edu;
- Learn more about North Central programs of study on the Student Success page;
- Enroll in four easy steps through our student portal;
- Call 888-298-6605 to schedule a campus tour and make an appointment with one of our academic advisors.

Discover North Central

www.ncmich.edu
GIBSON EXCAVATING

(231) 347-5195
Andrew Kan
Travel Service Inc

Walmart
Save money. Live better.

Derrer Oil & Propane Company
Fuels
P.O. Box 678
Mancelona, MI 49659
(231) 587-9170
Fax (231) 587-8083

Bill and Carols
Half-Time Deli
523 Charlevoix Ave.
Petoskey
(231)347-2741

Bill’s Farm Market
Fresh Vegetables, Fruits, Flowers
Christmas Trees & Wreathes

THE TAILOR SHOP
Pam Greenhoe
325 E. Lake St.
Petoskey, MI 49770

THE TAILOR SHOP
Pam Greenhoe
325 E. Lake St.
Petoskey, MI 49770

DR. CARL F. POWERS
OPTOMETRISTS
614 HOWARD STREET
PETOSKEY, MICHIGAN 49770
TELEPHONE 231-347-3298
FAX 231-347-0564
Congradulations Class of 2015

Riley Turcott, O.D.
231 State Street
Petoskey, MI 49770
Phone: (231) 347-6151
Fax: (231) 347-0541
Breathtaking Views

Gaze out at your captivating view and get lost in the vast horizon, where the sky and water meet.

beyond the extraordinary...

Harbor  |  Sotheby's
INTERNATIONAL REALTY

4000 Main Street  Bay Harbor  |  257 East Main  Harbor Springs
231.439.2000  |  harborsir.com

Shop Here. Dine Here.  

Play Here.  

Stay Here.

VILLAGE AT
Bay Harbor

231.439.2650  |  bayharbor.com
Thank you to all the companies that helped to make this yearbook a success!

-Petoskey High School Yearbook Staff
Autographs